A data-mining approach is proposed to investigate the power generation monitoring of wind turbine based on power curve profiles in this paper. The weakened power generation performance could be identified by this method through assessing the wind-speed power datasets. Shapes of wind power curve profiles over consecutive time intervals are constructed by fitting power curve models into wind-speed power datasets. In this research, a optimal constraint in each sub-dataset is developed for governing the data-driven windpower generation method based on distance-based outlier detection and variance analysis model. The Auto-adapt Optimal Interclass Variance algorithm realize the self-optimization of the threshold parameter and achieves a high degree of robustness to the variations in wind-power generation performance monitoring. The blind industrial researches are conducted to validate the effectiveness of the approach, and shows the decrease of error rates when detecting weakened power generation performance or causing financial loss.
Introduction
The power curve reflects the operation performance of the wind turbine [1] .It is often influenced by air density, system control, ambient temperature so that raw data collected by SCADA system usual contains lots of anomalies. But traditional datamining methods which detect weakened performance through building model training of the datasets with certain ratio generally have inevitable prediction error, so the identification of the poor power generation performance of turbines is not accurately for the real-time data [3] [4] [5] .
In this paper, a data-mining approach is proposed to assess the wind power generation performance through analyzing the variation of wind power curves rather than individual data points. The data is partitioned into sub-datasets based on consecutive equal time-intervals. Then the outlier-detection approach and variance analysis model are used to realize the self-optimization of threshold in the Auto-adapt Optimal Interclass Variance (AOIV) algorithm. The effectiveness of this approach is demonstrated through some blind industrial studies.
2
Data-Mining Based on Power Curve
Data Preprocessing
Before mining the power curve profiles, the data are preprocessed according to the methodology used in wind power generation enterprise of China. That encompasses the three following steps: 1) validity check, 2) data range check, and 3) missing data processing. Moreover, these anomalies should be removed to make a separate analysis if necessary. Actually, the simplified rules as follows are often used when taking into account time and high-efficiency. a)wind speed < cut-in speed-the cut-in speed is the wind speed value at which the turbine starts operating; pitch angle about 90 o . b)wind speed between cut-in speed and cut-out speed-power output zero or negative; c)wind speed > cut-out speed-the cut-out speed is the wind speed value at which the turbine stop generating available power; pitch angle about 90 o .
OIV Algorithm
The optimal interclass variance (OIV) algorithm based on the power curve is a simple and efficient data-mining method for the power curve analysis and detect anomaly by combined with the initial variance threshold. The algorithm is as follows. Given a sample dataset of power curve n is the total number of sample points. The profile for depicting the characteristic of the power curve contained in U is  if and only if  satisfies (1).
Where j y is the jth power value; y  is the average of first  power value;  is constant; S is initial threshold.
Each sub-dataset could be classified by S . And the results of similar dataset are finally summarized into normal and abnormal.
AOIV Algorithm
The auto-adapt optimal interclass variance (AOIV) algorithm is proposed to enhance the accuracy with the combination of the outlier detection and the optimization of the variance threshold in this research.
A. The Detection of Outliers The outlier detection approach based on the distance is effective to detect power curves with different curvature. And the detected outlier should be removed and belongs to the category of the abnormal dataset.
( , )
represent a data point in the sample set U , The distance between two points is defined:
in data set U satisfy with condition: Z is calculated in (3) and (4).
Where  presents external error;  presents internal error; z presents sliding variance; Z presents the mean value of Z ; S is the optimal variance threshold for the subdataset when only satisfy (5). 
3
Industrial Studies
Data Preparation
In order to verify the effectiveness of the approach and the application of the power generation performance monitoring, this paper investigates the 10-min SCADA data of 33 wind turbines collected from May 31, 2013 to May 8, 2013 in a 100MW Class wind farm in China. The collected data contained values of wind turbine performance parameters, wind conditions, as well as the fault logs.
Contrastive Analysis between Algorithms
To compare the data-mining effect between two algorithms in chapter 2, this section presents some industrial studies based on turbines' 10-min SCADA data which collected randomly from a wind farm in China. The data-mining results with two algorithms are shown in figure 2 and the performance comparisons are shown in table 1. Left: OIV algorithm; right: AOIV algorithm. Figure 2 shows the result of two algorithms. Obviously, the AOIV algorithm has better ability of data-mining. Table   Parameter  Artificial  OIV  AOIV  ND  1341  1105  1370  LD  426  662  397  HD  938  938  938  EDoN  0  32  30  EDoL  0  268  12  EDoH  0  0  0   Table 1 shows the data-mining results among the artificial statistics results, OIV algorithm and AOIV algorithm. ND, LD and HD represent the detected data size of normal, limited-power and halt. EDoN, EDoL and EDoH represent the error-detected data size of normal, limited-power and halt. We can see both of normal data and limit data have different degrees of error detection with OIV algorithm. In addition, the method of detecting halt-data are same law in chapter 2.1 so that the amount of error detected halt-data is zero. But after improving the algorithm, data-mining results has a lower error rate and higher accuracy.
Performance Monitoring of Turbines

A. The Data-Mining with AOIV Algorithm
Taking into account the number of test turbines, here is only given some data-mining results of randomly selected turbines from 15081501 to 15081533. The results are shown in figure 3 . From Figure 3 it can be seen that this approach can effectively detect the various power curve profile. Among them, the turbines 15081505 and 15081507 processing results are better, but there are error-detection in the rated wind speed zone, which is due to the amount of data is too small to be mistaken for an isolated point, it can be neglected. According to the above, this approach algorithm has better versatility and accuracy.
B. The Analysis of Detected Faults
Through the analysis of identified anomalies by data-mining, the root cause of poor power generation performance of turbine will be found. Taking turbine 15081515 for example to describe the detailed analysis procedure. The irregular profiles are shown in Figure 4 . In Figure 4 , the turbine 15081515 does not generate power normally so that power curves display abnormal curvatures. Actually, this is because of the pitch faults which usually seriously affect power generation performance of turbines. The turbine should be maintained as soon as possible.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a data-mining method to identify impaired power generation performance by analyzing the curvature and shape of the wind power curve. The outlier detection based-on distance were applied to eliminate the impact of isolated points in the power curve analysis, while the variance analysis model realize the self-adaptive threshold to enhance the accuracy rating of data-mining. Compared to other methods, this way could more accurately and fleetly detect the anomalies of turbines just by analyzing power curve without complex sample training. It can also process the real time data for online monitoring and identify the weakened performance of generating unit. Some industrial studies were conducted to prove the effectiveness and accuracy of the algorithm. We have mined the power curve of 33 sets of wind turbines, and the great data results are obtained. The future research will investigate an intelligent method to identify the fault type and the root cause with poor performance of turbines. In addition, the relationship between wind power and multiple parameters will be considered in the data mining.
